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By Demian Farnworth

iUniverse, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.Winner of the St. Louis Wednesday s Club 2002 Annual Poetry contest
for Poem of a Bare Princess, Demian Farnworth weaves together a collection of poems that possess
the tragedy, warmth and lyricism of his prize-winning work. Songs of a Reluctant Poet delves into
the psyches of: Young, wistful wrestlers who dream of the fantastic, unredeemable past during
weary, physical matches. Adolescent suicides amusing themselves with swimming, swans, songs
and vodka. A mathematician attempting to preserve himself by filling his apartment with flowers;
who imagines he s the Third Horseman of the Apocalypse; who fears the turning of the leaves to
autumn is an assault by a fire-breathing serpent. The unusual--sometimes comical--thoughts and
acts of these self-absorbed characters manage to undermine their tragic reality. For all the glee,
Demian Farnworth s lines are severe and wild: these thoughts and acts--imposed by the poet on his
people--betray a judgment of an unrelenting and unreconciled sort.
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ReviewsReviews

This type of publication is almost everything and taught me to hunting ahead plus more. It is writter in easy terms rather than di icult to understand. Your
way of life period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking at this ebook.
-- Gladyce Reinger-- Gladyce Reinger

This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading but extremely entertaining to learn. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom I am very easily
will get a delight of reading a composed ebook.
-- Krystina Breitenberg-- Krystina Breitenberg
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